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There are many reasons why prober can lose accuracy – normal wear and tear, mishandling, 

mismatched components, malfunctioned electronics. Regardless of reason probers become less reliable 

with time and need to be recalibrated (reprofiled). 

Let’s mention some of existing nowadays problems associated with reprofiling: 

1. Reprofiling prober is time consuming and expensive procedure. Generally it requires for prober 

to be shipped to third parties' facility as reprofiling toolkits which are available are not mobile 

and cannot be brought to the manufacturing floor. Thus aside from direct reprofiling cost there 

is also indirect cost associated with shipping expenses as well as downtime cost due to probers 

unavailability. 

2. Existing reprofiling systems are very slow. It may take from few hours to entire day to 

recalibrate single prober. Another problem is that entire procedure has to be restarted if any 

error happens during calibration. Thus reprofiling of large quantities of probers in short period 

of time becomes impossible.  

3. Reprofiling is relatively complicated process. Existing toolkits are not user friendly and possess 

very steep learning curve. Engineers have to invest a lot of time trying to learn to use it. 

Solution: 

To address all mentioned shortcomings Probe Specialists have developed xCalibr - a portable universal 

reprofiling toolkit which allows to restore prober’s accuracy to it’s initial specifications. 

 

 

 

xCalibr – reprofiling toolkit 
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xCalibr is a portable, fast and easy to use reprofiling toolkit.  

xCalibr possesses a number of unique features which allow to save significant amount of time and 

money for end users. 

1. Portability of xCalibr is one of its main features. Engineer can bring it to the manufacturing floor 

in a brief case (or without if it is a clean environment) and hook it up to the prober in just few 

minutes. xCalibr weights about 15 pounds and consists of few modules which are easily 

connected to each other. 

2. xCalibr is very fast. Engineer can connect it to the prober, run calibration and burn PROMs in 

under an hour. Sometimes as low as half an hour is required. 

3. Toolkit has user friendly software and hardware. There is no messy wiring or harnesses. xCalibr 

easily connects to the prober using GPIB and BNC cables. 

4. xCalibr works with the majority of existing EG probers. It supports both low and hi resolution 

boards on 2001 and all versions of DAR boards on 4060/4080/4090. It can also calibrate cylic 

errors on 2080. (we are currently working on linearity calibration for 2080) 

5. xCalibr toolkit can be easily customized for the end user if they wish to use it for some other 

purposes. For example they can use it to measure accuracy of their existing systems or use it to 

take screenshots of their wafers.  

 

Overview 
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xCalibr toolkit is modular - it easy very easy to replace any of its components since all of them are off-

the-shelf. 

Main components are: 

1. Laptop. It is a central hub of the kit. It allows to control prober, obtain and analyze results and 

calculate correction PROMs.  

2. Calibration tower. Allows to analyze probing area for cyclic and linear errors. Generally this 

camera is mounted on special “microscope tower” (comes with xCalibr toolkit). However digital 

camera can also be mounted on a regular trinocular microscope (as pictured on previous slide). 

3. Frame grabber. This USB device allows to get image from auto alignment camera. 

4. GPIB card. Allows to control prober. 

5. Programmer. Allows to burn PROMs and EPROMs with new values. 

1. Laptop/PC 

2. Calibration tower 3. Frame grabber 

5. Programmer 
4. GPIB card 

Components 
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Connecting xCalibr to the prober is very easy. 

Engineer needs to connect only two cables. 

1. Frame grabber. In most of the cases frame grabber can be connected directly behind the 

monitor. All that is needed is BNC T-connector (included). This way prober is still able to function 

and align wafer. xCalibr also is able to “see” everything in the auto alignment camera and thus 

able to profile it. 

2. GPIB card. GPIB card is connected to IEEE 488 slot in the back of the prober. That is the place 

where control PC is connected. 

Unlike other reprofiling toolkits connecting xCalibr is a breeze. It takes just few minutes and doesn’t 

involve huge amount of wires and connectors. 

 That’s it! That is all connection that is required.  

 

 

 

1. Connect frame grabber 2. Connect GPIB 

Connection 
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To profile probing area we need to set a microscope.  

1. One can either set a special “calibration tower” (recommended, comes with the kit) 

OR 

2. Use regular trinocular microscope and mount camera (comes with the kit) directly to it 

  

1. Calibration tower 2. Trinocular microscope 

OR 

Setting Microscope 
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Before we begin calibration we must insert default PROMs (included in the kit) into both DAR boards 

and zero linearity EPROM (included) into A2 board. 

  

1. Insert default EPROM 2. Insert default PROMs 

Inserting default PROM chips 
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Actual calibration procedure is very easy.  

1. All one needs to do is to set focus in probing area and then press “Calibrate cyclic”. 

2. xCalibr will do measurements in multiple points, analyze results and save them for future use. 

Procedure automatically calibrate both X and Y axes. It takes about seven minutes to complete cyclic 

calibration. 

3. Then we press calibrate linearity. System will automatically obtain required data, analyze it and save 

just like it did for cyclic. If we are reprofiling 4090 and 4080 systems we need to collect data from both 

probing and auto alignment areas. For 2001 and 2080 we need data from probing area only. It takes 

about three and a half minutes to reprofile each area.  

Calibration is completed. Now we can convert obtained results into PROM data and burn PROMs using 

programmer. 

  

2. Cyclic calibration results 3. Linear calibration results 

Almost all calibration 
process can be controlled 
from a single screen. 
All we need to do is to press 
few buttons. 

Procedure 
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As you can see prober becomes way more accurate after reprofiling with xCalibr. 

Typical calibration results are on par or exceed specification for prober’s model. 

Thank you for watching. 

If you have questions please let us know. We also provide custom software and hardware solutions for 

semiconductor industry. Visit www.xinstruments.com for more information or email us at 

x@xinstruments.com   

After 

Before 

Bridge area Probing area Calibration results for 

EG 4090 prober 

All units are microns 

Before and After results 
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